Chevalier-Montrachet
“Les Demoiselles”
Grand Cru

Montrachet Grand Cru
“...timid aromas of essence of pear,
apple, citrus, spice, pain grillé
and exotic tea. Here too there
is outstanding volume to the
dense, concentrated and powerful
Sweet spot flavors that brim with sappy dry
extract...imparts a borderline
chewy quality to the hugely long
and super-complex finale. This is
marvelous and also packed with
excellent potential.”

96

Corton Charlemagne
Grand Cru

“Generous but not dominant wood
sets off the cool yet ever-so-mildly
exotic aromas of lychee, melon,
freshly sliced green apple, floral and
Sweet spot lemon rind. The larger-scaled flavors
are succulent to the point of opulence
thanks to the abundance of sappy dry
extract that coats the palate on the
powerful, stony and serious finale...”

94

94

Summer 2019

92

“...reveal the notes of apple, citrus,
white flower and soft spice wisps.
The precise, intense and overtly stony
middle weight flavors possess very
good focus and drive on the lingering
if somewhat surprisingly rustic finish...”

Bâtard-Montrachet
Grand Cru

Louis Latour
2017 Chardonnay

Chassagne-montrachet
1er Cru
“La Grande Montagne”

Meursault 1er Cru
“Charmes”

92

“...the wood can also be found on
the succulent and concentrated
medium-bodied flavors that
culminate in a surprisingly
powerful (for Charmes), serious
and firmly structured finish.”

“...swirling liberates the floral,
citrus and white peach-suffused
aromas. The mouth feel of the
dense and voluminous flavors
is wonderfully refined and
sophisticated while exhibiting
strikingly good intensity and
persistence on the chiseled,
balanced and powerful finale.”

93

“A smoky array of both white
& yellow orchard fruit is laced
with hints of acacia blossom,
matchstick & petrol nuances.
There is excellent volume,
concentrated & powerful to the
broad-shouldered flavors that
deliver outstanding length on
the built-to-age finish...”

Puligny-Montrachet
1er Cru “Les Chalumeaux”

92

“Moderate though not invisible wood
frames the pretty and airy aromas of
white peach, lavender, rose petal and
various citrus nuances. The wood also
appears on the attractively vibrant
and more mineral-inflected flavors
that exhibit good length on the clean,
dry and focused finish..”

Meursault 1er Cru
“Perrières”

91

Pernand-Vergelesses
1er Cru “En Caradeux”

“ The delicious, intense and
beautifully delineated if lighter
weight flavors flash plenty of
stone character on the focused,
linear and moderately dry
finish that like the Goutte d’Or
evidences enough warmth to
merit mentioning.”

90

Summer 2019

Meursault-Blagny
1er Cru “Château de Blagny”

90

“There is an appealing mouth feel
to the attractively intense middle
weight flavors that possess solid
definition and a subtle minerality
that comes up on the lingering
finish that is shaped by lemon-lime
tinged acidity.”

Louis Latour
2017 Chardonnay

Criots-Bâtard-MOntrachet
Grand Cru

90

“A pungent nose displays notes
of gun flint, citrus and smoke
while the cool white-fleshed
fruit is largely a background
element at present. Otherwise
there is excellent energy to
Top Value
the well-delineated and lightly
mineral-driven middle weight
flavors possess sneaky good
length on the focused, dry and
youthfully austere finish.”

“...excellent volume to the sappy and
mouth coating medium weight plus
flavors that possess solid mid-palate
density, all wrapped in a tangy, short,
slightly bitter and awkward finish. As
the description makes clear, this is so
completely different from the other wines
in the range..”

I

Puligny-Montrachet
1er Cru “La Garenne”

90

“There is a lovely sense of
underlying tension to the
appealingly textured medium
weight flavors that also flash
plenty of minerality on the
focused, intense and sneaky
long finish.”

Marsannay Blanc

90

“A deft application of wood sets off the
aromas petrol, pear and apple that lead to
attractively energetic and lightly stony middle
weight flavors that possess reasonably good
depth and persistence on the racy, clean and
agreeably dry finish. This is really quite good
for its level and a wine that would make a
good all-around house white plus it should
reward a few years of cellaring.”

